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SUMMARY
Selection of animals based on the conditional mean of the genotype given all data max
imizes expected genetic progress. The genotypic model used for marker assisted selection
leads to a conditional distribution that is the weighted sum of normal densities. The con
ditional mean is the weighted sum of conditional means, and the likelihood of the data is
the sum of weighted normal likelihoods.' In all of the above, the sum is over all possible kn
marked QTL genotypes, where k is the number of genotypes at the marked QTL, and n
the number of animals. In human genetics, computable algorithms for the likelihood have
been devised by writing it as the product of conditional densities. Such algorithms are not
available for the conditional mean. Approximations for the conditional mean and likelihood
are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Selection theory for quantitative traits has been based, almost exclusively, on an additive
genetic model. The genotypic effect in this model is assumed to be the sum of effects of
genes at a large number of loci, with each gene having a small effect. Such loci are called
quantitative trait loci (QTL).
In traditional selection procedures, phenotypic data are used to predict additive genetic
values. Animals with the highest predicted values are then selected for breeding purposes.
Phenotypic data do not provide information on individual QTL genes. However, with the
advances in biochemical and molecular genetics, information on QTL genes is becoming
available in the form of genetic marker data. Such data consists of genotypic information
at genetically polymorphic loci that are closely linked to QTL. This paper addresses the
statistical problems in the use of marker data together with phenotypic data for selection in
outbred populations.
NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
Marker assisted selection will be considered with marker data at one locus. Let Mf (M”1)
be the marker allele that animal i inherited from its paternal parent (maternal parent) The
QTL locus linked to the marker locus will be referred to as the marked QTL (MQTL). Let Q?
(Q?) be the MQTL allele animal i inherited from its paternal parent (maternal parent). In
outbred populations there will not be a consistent association between the marker genotype
and the MQTL genotype, unless there is linkage disequilibrium. Therefore, in an outbred
population, knowing the marker genotype of an animal does not provide information about
its MQTL genotype. However, for an animal i with sire s, knowing which of the sire’s marker
alleles, M* or A/Sm, was inherited by animal i, provides useful information. For example, if
animal i receives a copy of
from its sire, then the probability that Q? is a copy of Qr
ais
r and that it is a copy of Q™ is (1 —r), where r is the frequency of recombination between
the marker locus and the MQTL. Let M be this type of marker information, and y be
phenotypic information.
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The additive model
a, = v? + vj" + Ui

(1)

will be used for the genotypic value (a,-) of animal i, where vf and vj" are the effects of MQTL
alleles Q? and Q™,respectively, and ut- is the additive effect of the remaining QTL alleles.
The phenotypic value of animal i will be modeled as y, = x'/3 + a,- + e,-, where E(yj) = x'/3
and e, is a residual. It is assumed that u; and e,- are normally distributed.
PREDICTION AND ESTIMATION
When a constant number of animals is to be selected, it has been shown that selection
based on the conditional mean of the additive genetic value given all the data maximizes
expected genetic progress (Goffinet, 1983; Fernando and Gianola 1986). Thus, in marker
assisted selection, we would like to predict a using E (a|y,A f).
The conditional distribution of a given y and M can be written as
/( a |y ,M ) = £ /( a |y ,Q ) P r ( Q |y ,M )

(2)

Q
where Q is a n X 2 matrix with row i containing Q? and Q J". The summation in (2) is over
all possible values of Q. Under the assumptions made here, f(a | y, Q) is a normal density.
The probability in (2) can be written as
P r ( Q |A f ,y ) o c /( y |Q ,M ) P r ( Q |A f )

(3)

The first term in (3) is a normal density. Following the strategy used in human genetics
(e.g., Elston and Stewart, 1971; Bonney, 1984), the second term can be written as
P r (Q |M ) =

P r (O J |A f)P r (O r |Q f,M )---

(4)

Pr(Q" I Ql'Q?,---, Q”
n-l,Qn-l
=

n « *
i= l

where xf = Pr(QJ’), the frequency of Qp in the population, if the sire (s) of animal i is not
in the pedigree; or xf = Pr(Qf | Qp
t,Q™, M), if s is in the pedigree. Similarly, x™ is defined
by conditioning on the dam’s paternal and maternal MQTL alleles, Qv
d and Q™. These
conditional probabilities depend on marker information only if the parent is heterozygous.
For example, if the sire (s) of animal i has MQTL alleles Qp=A and Q™=a, the probability
of Q? being equal to A or a is given in table 1. If s has MQTL genotype AA, Pr(Qf=A)=l
and Pr(Qf=a)=0 regardless of the marker data. Similarly, if s has MQTL genotype aa,
Pr(QJ’=A )=0 and Pr(Q’’= a )= l. The conditional probabilities for Q™ are similarly defined.
If the E(y), and second moments of a and y, given Q, are known, E(aly.Q) can be
calculated as a linear function of y, and E(a\y,M) can be written as
E ( a |y ,M ) = £ E ( a |y , Q ) P r ( Q |y , M )

Q
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(5)

Table 1: Probability that Q J is A or a given its sire has MQTL genotype Aa and Mf=Mf
or Jiff=M ™
| Marker
Data

Mi=M*
Mf=M™

Probability
Qi=A q := a
r
1-r
1-r
r

If the E(y) is not known, E(a|y,Q ) cannot be calculated, and thus E(o|y,A f) cannot be
calculated. However, for to, a vector of records “corrected” for E(y), E(a|tu,Af) can be
written as
E(a | w ,M) = £ E(° I Q) Pr( « I M )
(6)

Q
The conditional mean, E(o|tc,Q), in (6) is the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) of a
given Q (Goffinet, 1983; Fernando and Gianola, 1986), and can be calculated using Hen
derson’s mixed model equations (Henderson, 1973). The probability in (6) is defined in the
same way as that in (2), given by (3), except with to in place of y.
These calculations require knowledge of the population frequencies and effects of the
MQTL alleles, the recombination rate r, and the variances of the u,’s and the e,’s. These
parameters can be estimated by maximum likelihood. The likelihood to be maximized is
L(v) = £ / ( y | Q , M ) P r ( Q | M )

(7)

Q
As stated earlier, / ( y | Q, M) is a normal density.
The problem in working with (5), (6), or (7) is that, even with two MQTL alleles seg
regating in the population, the summation Y.Q >s over 22n values that Q can take. This
problem has been addressed in human genetics in the context of estimation and hypothesis
testing by maximum likelihood (Elston, 1990).
Elston and Stewart (1971) outlined how the likelihood of “simple” pedigree data could
be calculated when a,- is either discrete or continuous. A simple pedigree cannot have the
maternal and paternal grand parents of an individual in the pedigree, nor can it have “loops”
(Ott, 1974). Lange and Elston (1974) have given an exact definition for a simple pedigree,
and have described algorithms to accommodate more complex ones.
When the genotypic value is the sum of discrete and continuous components, as in (1),
fast algorithms for exact calculation of the likelihood are not available (Elston, 1990). Ap
proximations to the likelihood have been presented by Morton and MacLean (1974) and
Hasstedt (1982). The method of Hasstedt was applied to a pedigree with 163 members
(Hasstedt, 1982). This would be impossible using expression (7), because the likelihood is a
weighted sum of of 2326 normal likelihoods.
The algorithms used in human genetics for computing likelihoods are based on writing
the likelihood as a product of conditional densities. Although this can always be done, if
the pedigree is complex and large, it may still not lead to a computable expression for (7 ).
Further, this strategy does not provide computable expressions for (5) or (6).
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An alternative strategy that has been suggested is to approximate (7) by taking the sum
over a subset of the values that Q can take. This subset may be chosen at random or in
some systematic manner. This approach is analogous to Monte Carlo integration (Bauwens,
1984), and has the advantage that it can also be used to approximate (5) and (6). The
accuracy of this approximation needs to be examined.
Yet another alternative is to predict a by BLUP. In this approach BLUP’s of the u,’s and
u;’s are obtained using Henderson’s mixed model equations, and BLUP of a, is obtained as

dj = v? + v? + u,
where Of, Of and 0,- are the BLUP’s of rf, u f and u,, respectively. The inverse of the variance
covariance matrix of the MQTL effects is required for obtaining BLUP through the mixed
model equations. Fernando and Grossman (1989) have given an algorithm for obtaining this
inverse in linear time. The order of the mixed model equations used here is p + 3n, where p
is the order of (3. They can be solved using iterative techniques currently employed to solve
the usual mixed model equations (Misztal and Gianola, 1987).
The BLUP of a will be a good approximation for (6), if the MQTL effects are ap
proximately normally distributed. Further, if the MQTL effects are normal, y has a normal
likelihood, and estimation of genetic parameters by maximum likelihood with relatively large
complex pedigrees is feasible (Weller and Fernando, 1990).
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